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Descriptive Summary
Title: Duty and Honor Collection
Dates: approximately 1930s-1940s
Collection Number: FN001-FN013
Creator/Collector: Lee, Marjorie --
Extent: 13.81 linear feet (13 banker boxes)
Repository: Chinese Historical Society of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90012
Abstract: This collection contains research material that Marjorie Lee used to write Duty and Honor: A Tribute to Chinese American World War II Veterans of Southern California.
Language of Material: English
Access
The collection is open for qualified researchers.
Preferred Citation
Duty and Honor Collection . Chinese Historical Society of Southern California
Scope and Content of Collection
The largest CHSSC project ever completed, Marjorie Lee collected World War II Chinese American veterans' names, conducted interviews, and collected their memorabilia to publish, Duty and Honor: A Tribute to Chinese American World War II Veterans of Southern California. This collection includes all the research materials that Lee used to complete the project. It includes cassettes of interviews, photographs, slides, Thank Yous letters, research manuscripts, CDs, publication drafts, art work, miscellaneous production, mini paper weight plaques, release returns, community response, AASC Articles, Where Are They Today Special Papers transcripts, American Legion Discharge Papers, Verification, release agreements, and photographs.
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